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CONNECTED 

(synopsis) 

 

In 2045 America stands divided.  From Los Angeles, the federal Department of 

Governmental and Sociological Affairs controls a consolidated criminal-justice system and most 

domestic matters for 35 states.  Fifteen “realigned” states have disavowed federal criminal law 

and the Department’s authority.  An uneasy detente forestalls civil war, but open insurrection 

looms. 

 

The Department caused the rift by evaluating and ranking everyone as As, Bs, or Cs 

under its stratification policy.  Only the rarest, A-ranks, receive advanced Departmental 

education and brain implants necessary for using the Neuralnet, a ubiquitous data-transmission 

and –storage system.  Connected A-ranks can learn anything in a blink, operate devices mentally 

and manage the powerful Department.  Meanwhile, hope fades and life deteriorates for “Bravos” 

and “Charlies” whose limited destinies are prescribed to them.  Frustration drives millions to 

substances and thousands to suicide daily as the Department strives to maintain its tenuous 

control over the Neuralnet, the government, and the truth. 

 

RON BIALIK, 29, is the new federal Chief Public Defender.  Record A-school scores 

first made him General Counsel to ExCom, the Department’s steering committee.  But his 

empathetic zeal for abolishing stratification and expanding Neuralnet access didn’t survive years 

of bureaucratic battles with ExCom’s Darwinists; he wound up drinking, philandering, divorcing, 

changing jobs, moving to the beach and living with defeat. 

 

Ron assigns himself a high-profile case.  His infamous client is charged with thought-

crime: using misbegotten A-school training and illegal Neuralnet hardware to cause suicides.  

The Department wants to spread blame for the crimes to others and use the case to reinforce the 

public’s fearful acceptance of stratification.  Ron’s ex-wife DR. JANE SCHNEIDER, the 

Department’s Chief Psychologist, ExCom Chairman and leading hard-line Darwinist, offers his 

client an attractive under-the-table plea deal in exchange for his public cooperation in selling the 

narrative. 

 

Conflicted about the offer, Ron seeks out RUFUS COBBS, a passionate Department 

critic and his retired predecessor.  Rufus reveals a terrible reality the Department’s hiding: 

stratification has left America in far more desperate circumstances than anyone outside ExCom 

knows.  Rufus commands an underground movement opposing the Department.  His cadre 

organizes protest suicides and distributes access to Appius, a new water-based mass-

interconnection system for B- and C-rank users.  Rufus pressures Ron to rekindle his own fight 
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against the Darwinists and take charge of the resistance.  Ron initially declines, then defers 

answering and returns to investigating the criminal case.   

 

To force Ron’s hand, rebels throw themselves in front of his supersonic vacuum-train 

capsule.  He decides against helping the Department conceal the macabre wreck, and the nation 

is shocked by the news coverage.  At Jane’s insistence the Department quickly institutes 

draconian measures aimed at crushing the resistance by incarcerating or killing everyone 

connected to Appius.  The jails are soon full, and civil unrest and violent protests erupt from 

coast to coast. 

 

Ron counters by directing his own staff of thousands of defense lawyers to clog the 

courts nation-wide, thus escalating the crisis.  His new girlfriend KELLY’s resistance ties 

emerge; bounty hunters pursue her for using Appius.  Ron kills the men to protect her, and he 

commits himself to leading the movement.   

 

The two escape to a clandestine Appius signal-origination facility beneath the Pacific.  

It’s one of two built at crippling expense by India and China off America’s coastlines, to refine 

the technology before introducing it in their own countries. 

 

President Vandenbrink schedules a speech; she’s considering destroying both facilities to 

resolve the crisis.  Ron connects to Appius himself and then goes back to dissuade her, but it 

conflicts with his Departmental brain wiring.  Unless he saves Appius in three days and returns 

for treatment, the systems’ incompatibility will kill him. 

 

With the federal government stumbling, Illinois’ governor, the “realigned” states’ leader, 

warns Ron they’ll secede unless the Department grants everyone immediate Neuralnet access.  

That’s impossible for most Bs and Cs, so Ron successfully proposes scaling-up Appius.  Then he 

dodges arrest and pitches the deal to a divided ExCom.  Jane’s vehemently opposed; she 

contrives to become the lone voice personally advising the President.  Ron races her to 

Washington D.C.  Jane obstructs him and revokes his Neuralnet access.  China’s ambassador 

finally gets Ron into the meeting. 

 

The President sides with Ron against Jane.  He scrambles west to save himself and is 

cured.  Jane isn’t finished; she inveigles California to secede by delivering the Department and 

the Neuralnet to its governor’s control.  His helicopters depth-charge the Pacific Appius facility.  

Enough equipment survives to rebuild, and the resistance looks ahead to continuing the fight 

from Lake Michigan near Chicago. 


